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Results

Regional Facilities Management

With over 2000 employees performing property maintenance throughout Seattle, McKinstry’s O&M field teams were struggling 

to keep track of communications and data. Every time they sent a field technician to diagnose and resolve an issue, the indiviudal 

essentially had to start from scratch: familiarizing themselves with the building, finding the problem area, and locating necessary 

documentation. This process drastically hindered field productivity. 

Additionally, field teams were accustomed to using email for job documentation. With over 5000 emails going to different in-

boxes each day, data was quickly buried and lost - leading to delayed billing and incomplete maintenance records. The situation 

was costing thousands of dollars in inefficient labor costs per day. McKinstry needed a way to transition from their form-field data 

capture system to a robust data management platform - one that would fit into daily workflows right off the shelf. 

The Problem

With all documentation 

digitally available,  

field teams spent up to 

 60% LESS time onsite

Developed smart sites  

where issues could be

before sending a tech

Created a

of project activity to

optimize O&M

Improved operational  

data sharing with 
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With Unearth’s cloud-based software, McKinstry was able to see all O&M properties and the associated data in a single overhead 

map view. As they documented more maintenance activity, they built a map showing which areas had the highest need for field 

teams. When an issue arose, they could zoom in on the building, place a pin on the target area, and notify the responsible field 

team about the problem. That field team was then alerted on their mobile device and given the location, as  

well as every piece of available data about that building. 

After arriving onsite, field teams could use their mobile devices to log data about the exact area marked on the map. Once the 

problem was assessed and resolved, they were able to document their work within Unearth’s mobile app or in an email sent to 

the Unearth inbox. Unearth automatically organizes information by location - enabling teams to use the same processes, but 

with greater efficiency. Ultimately, rethinking data management helped McKinstry to streamline O&M workflows and increase 

field team productivity.

The Solution

Collaboration
Chats and notes stored by 

location enabled teams 
to review maintenance 

issues & ask questions of 
previous techs

Document Storage
Manuals and 

documentation were 
stored by location in 
Unearth, eliminating 
the search for vital 

information

Email Uploads
Email uploads were enabled 

to allow field teams to use the 
technology with which they 

were most comfortable

Photo Documentation
Geolocated photos gave 

field teams an instant visual 
overview of a building or 

project area


